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Abstract
Learning to localize the sound source in videos
without explicit annotations is a novel area of
audio-visual research. Existing work in this area
focuses on creating attention maps to capture
the correlation between the two modalities to
localize the source of the sound. In a video,
oftentimes, the objects exhibiting movement are
the ones generating the sound. In this work, we
capture this characteristic by modeling the
optical flow in a video as a prior to better aid in
localizing the sound source. We further
demonstrate that the addition of flow-based
attention substantially improves visual sound
source localization. Finally, we benchmark our
method on standard sound source localization
datasets and achieve state-of-the-art
performance on the SoundNet Flickr and VGG
Sound Source datasets.

Background & Motivation

VISUAL SOUND SOURCE LOCALIZATION

• Given a video or image frame, localize 

the dominant sounding object(s)

CHALLENGES

• Supervised methods require costly 

manually-labeled bounding boxes of 

sounding objects

• Creating audio-visual associations for 

localizing in a self-supervised settings is 

challenging

MOTIVATION

• Recent works focus on new loss 

formulations for improving contrastive 

representation learning

• We show the importance of informative 

priors, like optical flow, to improve VSSL 
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Method

• In a video, oftentimes the objects that are 

moving are making sounds.

• We model this characteristic with our Optical 

Flow Localization Network (OFLN)

Results
• State-of-the-art performance on Flickr 

SoundNet and VGG Sound Source testing 

datasets

• Using loss functions from previous works,

we show incorporating optical flow 

significantly improves VSSL.

• Construct positive and negative regions 

across samples in a batch and train with 

contrastive loss, like InfoNCE

OPTICAL FLOW CROSS-ATTENTION

• Construct similarity matrix of visual and 

optical flow feature representations

• Create cross-attended visual and optical 

flow features

LOCALIZATION

• Localization using similarity of audio 

features at each visual spatial location

• Add attended flow features to visual 

feature map and construct enhanced

similarity map of audio features at each 

visual-flow spatial location

SELF-SUPERVISED TRAINING

• Threshold the similarity matrix into positive 

and negative pseudo masks

• Strong ability to generalize across datasets 

and unheard sound classes

• The proposed OFLN generalizes well even in 

the absence of meaningful optical flow

Conclusion
• We explore and usefulness of informative 

priors to train self-supervised visual sound 

source localization models

• We incorporate optical flow with our novel 

OFLN, achieving state-of-the-art results 

across all VSSL benchmarks
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Download our code:

https://github.com/denfed/heartheflow


